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outline theories of darragh and anecdotal accounts suggesting that it was common 
for households to paint their doorways or indoor rooms where guests resided. Cave 
paintings from Ajanta. Bagh, Ellora and Sittanavas al and temple paintings testify 
to a love of naturalism and God. Most rock art in India is Hindu or Buddhist. A 
freshly made coloured flour design (Ranzoli) is still a common sight outside the 
doorstep of many (mostly South Indian) homes.
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THE MYSTERY OF HARUKI MURAKAMI
Haruki Murakami was bom in 1949 in Kyoto. He studied at faculty of a 
classical drama at Vaseda University. He started to write in 29 and since then 
releases a novel in a year, waking up at 6 in the morning and going to bed at 10 in 
the evening. He left for the West and for the first time in a history of the Japanese 
literature started to look at the native land like the European: ‘...I  have left for the 
States almost for five years, and suddenly have completely unexpectedly wanted to 
write about Japan and about Japanese. It is easier to write about the country when 
you are far from it. It is possible to see the country and what it is.’ Murakami is 
one of the first persons who opened the eyes of hundreds thousand readers to 
modem Japan with its alternative subculture of young people, which is not very 
differ from the culture of Moscow, New York, London. Murakami creatively 
destroys habitual Japanese values. He breaks traditions with pleasure, for what is 
despised by many Japanese, worshipers of ancient foundations and ’’correct" 
habits. His books had been translated to 20 foreign languages, including Russian. 
He adores everything, which intellectual community from the educated circles does 
not admit. Guys and girls from noisy disco-bars are closer to him. He does not 
want to pretend and not to be himself in any situation, with any person. Because of 
it he became popular all over the world. Because of it he is loved in Russia.
